
5 years 432 EVO: retail price list september 2018

432 EVO MASTER 
Best in class music server with high-end USB 3.0 output clocked by a 
dedicated low jitter superclock board, 4 TB silent HDD on spring 
suspension system & sata filtering, software jitter tuning including 
dedicated audio processing core and realtime audio kernel. Bitperfect 
TEAC ripdrive. Now with boot / metadata SSD.

Includes separate custom high-end external linear power supply with 3 
independent buffered ultra low noise ultra fast DC rails for server, USB
output, superclock. Logitech Media Server or Roon library server.

Bitperfect output or custom upsampling up to 24/768 with SQi and/or 432 Hz post processing.

Description MSRP
Ultimate 2 enclosure 432 Hz music server. Color: black.
Already includes HWBOOST option: faster quad core CPU + 8GB RAM ideal for Roon.

12.000 €

432 EVO AEON & HIGH-END

Description MSRP
AEON: similar to MASTER but with 2 Sbooster BotW mk2 linear supplies, one for 
server and one for usb+superclock. HWBOOST is optional on AEON. 2TB SSHD 
storage. Color: silver or black.

5.000 €

HIGH-END: similar to AEON but with integrated clock on high-end USB output card 
instead of dedicated superclock board.

4.000 €

HIGH-END can be upgraded to AEON or MASTER
AEON can be upgraded to MASTER

432 EVO STANDARD 

Includes Sbooster BotW mk2 linear power supply, HDMI audio and USB 2.0 audio output. Can be upgraded to 
high-end, aeon or master later.

Description MSRP

Entry level music server with 2TB SSHDD storage and with internal rip facility 2.500 €

All prices in EURO.  Please visit 432EVO.BE for the latest pricelist                                                                432 EVO



432 EVO ESSENCE with DAC
Music server with integrated DAC: high-end analog rca + coax & toslink
SPDIF outputs up to 24/192 with oven controlled low-jitter clock. Also
includes USB 2.0 audio outputs and HDMI audio. Compatible with Roon.

Description MSRP
2TB storage, Silver or Black with internal rip facility + external Sbooster BOtW mk2 linear 
PSU

3.500 €

8 channel / 4 zone version of 432 EVO Essence (for hotel / horeca / multiroom) Contact 432 EVO

Options
HWBOOST: Faster quad core passive cooled motherboard plus an abundance of RAM for Roon

All models can now run Roon since 23/07/2018 without the HWBOOST option, but HWBOOST 
adds more speed to Roon. 432 EVO MASTER already includes HWBOOST.

When combining Roon with a NAS instead of using the EVO’s internal storage (or when using 
internal storage + NAS), HWBOOST is mandatory.

250 €

3TB, 4TB, 5TB, 6TB, 8TB, 10TB, 12TB of integrated storage instead of 2TB (4TB on MASTER) Contact 432 EVO

Roon license
432 EVO comes with 2 bundled library server software packages: Roon and LMS.
Switch between both in 10 seconds. For Roon, you need a license.

$119 / year
$499 lifetime

All models in this pricelist now with upgraded season 2018-2019 features 
including full Roon 1.5! Not just an endpoint, but full Roon server (Core).

Gold Show Award High End Munich Best Sound
I loved the sound so much it’s my “take home” room

Nominated “Hifi Pig Loves You” Award

one of the best sounding rooms at the show

X-FI & New Music Brussels shows together with John Watkinson:

"Star of the show", Trevor Butler, the-ear.net
"The shock of the show", Laurent Mano, Voir & Emouvoir
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